
PHOTOGRAPHY PROGRAMME

We know that your African Safari will completely amaze you and reveal the most incredible 
wildlife sightings that you will want to keep alive in your memory and share with family and 
friends. To help you achieve this, Thanda is offering you a complimentary 120-minute 
lesson to learn more about the way of catching the perfect wildlife moment.  During the 
lesson, Thanda’s resident wildlife photographer, Christian Sperka, will teach you how to 
set up your digital camera for wildlife photography, introduce you to the basic rules and the 
art of motion photography.  He’ll discuss what makes for a stunning wildlife image and how 
to go about taking it, to ensure that you capture unforgettable moments during your time 
with us.

EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATION
Point and shoot cameras, bridge cameras, mirror-less system cameras or digital SLRs.

A shorter wildlife photography lesson is also offered for those guests taking pictures with 
smart phones and tablets.

COMPLIMENTARY WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY LESSON

120 MINUTES  |  MAX 6 GUESTS  

R2 900 PER VEHICLE  |  5-7 HOURS  |  MAX 3 GUESTS 

MKHUZE HIDES & BIRDS I

All bookings must be made at time of accommodation reservation.

  

An hour’s drive from Thanda is uMkhuze Game Reserve’s kuMasinga Hide, one of the most 
active hides in South Africa, visited year-round by hundreds of animals and a large number 
of bird species, all of which get very close to the hide.  This is a wonderful experience for 
birders and non-birders, photographers and non-photographers.

The excursion replaces the morning game drive and includes transfers to the kuMasinga Hide 
with a four-hour photography session, where you are accompanied by Christian for photographic 
advice and expert instruction.  A packed breakfast will be provided, as well as Nikon binoculars 
for your use.

EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATION
Bridge cameras, mirror-less system cameras or digital SLRs.

R5 200 PER VEHICLE AT LODGE / TENTED CAMP  |  R3 000 AT VILLA IZULU  |  3 HOURS  
MAX 5 GUESTS

PHOTO SHOOT ON GAME DRIVE

 

Whether you are getting married, on honeymoon or on a safari with your friends, family or
loved one, at Thanda we offer you the opportunity to have your very own photo shoot in the
South African wilderness.  This includes your own private, three-hour game drive on the 
so-called Green Mamba with Christian and a Zulu tracker.  Christian will take professional 
protraits of you - photos that you can proudly print as large as you like to remind yourself of 
this special time and experience in your life.  You will be able to download your images from 
a password-protected library.

PRIVATE PHOTOGRAPHY SAFARI

Choose to book a private photography vehicle, the Green Mamba, and go on safari with Christian, 
who will capture your special moments in the bush or help you capture them yourself.  Be the 
only guest or part of a self-elected group and dictate your own time.
 
OPTION 1 - R2 600 PER VEHICLE AT LODGE / TENTED CAMP  |  R1 500 PER VEHICLE AT VILLA IZULU
PHOTOGRAPHY LESSON PLUS GAME DRIVE  |  MAX 5 GUESTS

Start your afternoon with a complimentary 120-minute wildlife photography lesson or 
professional discussion, followed by a three-hour evening game drive.  Wildlife photography 
takes skill and patience and when you’re at great sightings, we want you to make the most 
of them.

OPTION 2 - R5 000 PER VEHICLE AT LODGE / TENTED CAMP  |  R2 900 PER VEHICLE AT VILLA IZULU
2 GAME DRIVES  |  MAX 5 GUESTS

This offer includes two game drives (evening/morning) on the Green Mamba.  The format of 
this photography safari is tailored to meet your needs and create great opportunities for 
precisely the images you seek.  Should you wish for Christian to take professional wildlife 
images for you, you will be able to download these from a password-protected library.

EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATION
Bridge cameras, mirror-less system cameras or digital SLRs.

R1 200 PER PHOTO SHOOT  |  45 MINUTES 

PHOTO SHOOT AT THE LODGE, TENTED CAMP OR VILLA

This offering includes a short photo shoot at either Thanda Safari Lodge, Thanda Tented Camp 
or Villa iZulu.  This will be arranged between game drives.  You will be able to download your 
images from a password-protected library.



CONTACT US TO MAKE A BOOKING

To book any photography programme, please contact Thanda Safari Reservations on either +27 (32) 586 0149 or 
reservations@thanda.co.za.  For any other enquiries/questions, please contact Christian Sperka directly at 
christian@thanda.co.za or +27 82 974 2668.

Please make sure to book your photography programme at the same time as your accommodation to ensure 
availability.

PHOTOGRAPHY PROGRAMME

01/19

R4 500 PER VEHICLE  |  FULL DAY - REPLACES ONE MORNING / EVENING GAME DRIVE  |  MAX 3 GUESTS

 

MKHUZE HIDES & BIRDS II

An hour’s drive from Thanda, the kuMasinga Hide and Nsumo Pan at uMkhuze Game Reserve offer impressive 
experiences for birders and serious photographers.  Year-round they are visited by hundreds of animals and a 
large number of bird species.  At Nsumo Pan the animals include hippos and crocodiles, but they are some distance 
from the outlooks and long lenses are required for rewarding photography results.

This excursion replaces the morning and evening game drives and includes the transfer to the kuMasinga Hide 
and the Nsumo Pan, a four-hour photography session at what is known as one of the most productive hides in 
South Africa and a four-hour photography session at Nsumo Pan.  You are accompanied by Christian for 
photographic advice and expert instruction.  A packed breakfast and a picnic lunch will be provided, as well as 
Nikon binoculars for your use.

EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATION
Digital SLRs with 400mm+ lens.

The Green Mamba is a luxury photography and game drive vehicle that 
has been specifically designed for up to two photographers plus three 
additional guests.  It comes with many photography features, as well 
as luxury features such as a full martini bar and a Nespresso coffee 
machine.  With his barista skills, Christian will make the perfect bush
cuppucino and espresso for you.

ABOUT THE GREEN MAMBA

ABOUT CHRISTIAN SPERKA 

All of Thanda Safari’s Photography Offerings are provided by Christian 
Sperka Photography.  Christian works as a Specialist Photographer 
and Field Guide on Thanda and teaches wildlife photography on the 
reserve.  Since 2001, he has travelled the world photographing animals 
in a wide range of game reserves in South Africa and Namibia, the 
jungles of Costa Rica, Yellowstone National Park in the USA, as well as 
zoos in Europe and the United States.  His work has been featured in 
wildlife magazines, books and a variety of publications.


